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Continuing on work on Creative and Performing Arts Careers, this week we will finish our skills assessment. Pupils will also be working on their chosen poem for the Daisy Hardy 
competition. The deadline for entries in 29th June at 4pm. Meeting at 11am. 

Year 9s work this half term will be split into two groups (those continuing Music in Year 10 and those who are ending their musical journey in Year 9), assignments will be set for 
those individual pupils. GCSE and RockSchool pupils will be looking into Video Game Music and the rest of the class will be taking part in the Musical alphabet challenge. You will 
be completing all of your work in the Teams Assignments area (where you will find more details), but this task should take roughly 1 hour to complete, you then should use your 
final 20 minutes of the lesson to complete one of the extension tasks (detailed on page 5 of the document). Your work should be submitted by Monday the 22nd June to the 
Assignments area and I will be providing feedback by the time you have your next lesson. There will be a group chat at 10:15am to make sure you all understand what you have to 
do and can ask any questions. I will also be available on chat during your lesson time (Friday 10-12) and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm).

Group1 Create an origami animal out of paper. Draw the origami sculpture using smooth graduated shading. The changes of light on paper is very subtle. Test your shading skills. 
Send a photo of your origami sculpture. Send a photo of your shaded study and then if you complete the extension task, send a photo of what you are are looking at and your 
completed study. This should take approx 1.5-2hrs. 
Group 2 (GCSE):  students will be comtinuing with their Masked faces project. Producing a collage introduction page based on the theme. See powerpoint for further details, 
examples and inspiration. I will be available, Tuesday 4-6, Friday  1-3 and any other timefor advice or feedback, where possible.                                                     

Subjects

Why is the sky blue? Why is it sometimes red at sunset and sunrise? We'll carry out a simple experiment and so some research to find out.

This is the last week to finalise their projects on their African country. Once completed it should be sent to me (if it will not send in Teams, they can send it by 'WeTransfer' using my 
email address - a.gilmour@fylinghall.org. Just type 'WeTransfer' into Google - it is very easy to do). The deadline is Wednesday 17/06/20 at 1.00pm. Any issues, they can message me 
in Teams.

Mrs Harrington will contact you diretly.

Year 9 will continue their work on the use of Technology. There will be a team lesson at 11.15am on Thursday as usual and we will be doing some dictation/listening and speaking. 
(45 mins) There will be comprehension and written work on Class Notebook (20-30 mins) and a LGym vocabulary assignment. (20-30 mins) Work should be completed Tuesday 
4pm

Final part of the Chocolate bar project.  Today you need to make final changes to your presentation, perhaps find a suitable music soundtrack to play in the background and then 
record yourself delivering the presentation.  You could get a family member to record it for you so you can appear on the screen. If you have an internet enabled TV you could even 
play it on that. Upload the finished recording into Files area of Teams. If you can choose the file type to record, choose MP4 as it will upload easier.  Any problems please contact 
me. Chocolate prize for the best one. Meeting Mon 15/6 at 2pm deadline Thurs 18/6.
We will continue talking about healthy/unhealthy lifestyles, and during the online session continue reading “Café in Berlin”. Our online tutorial is on Thursday at 10 am, hand in all 
work by Tuesday, 5 pm.

CD cases should now have been submitted and I will discuss them with each individual during the tutorial. Hopefully you should have all had a go at completing one of the paper 
characters I posted. We will look at making one of your own to promote healthy eating.

The online call will be later on Tuesday morning this week. I'll call around 11-11:30am but I'll send a message in the chat to confirm the time. Last we looked at the Prologue in 
'Romeo and Juliet' and this week we will be looking at Act 1 scene 1 of the play.

Weekly Skills Check to be handed in by end of Thursday. We will continue to look at the equation of a straight line from its graph. And MyMaths of course. All pupils should aim to 
join the chat at 10am on Wednesday for feedback on last week's work and tips for progressing.

Dr B. Looking at the effect of pollution on the natural environment. There will be no tutorial at 1.pm on Tuesday as I will be teaching year 10. Wednesday and Thursday are free for 
me to contact you let me know what would be the best time and i will place a tutorial in the calander.

This week we introduce my favourite word in chemistry - Stoichiometry.  A big word for a simple idea - substances react in fixed ratios  - We will start with a reminder / ensuring, we 
can balance an equation.

Week Commencing 15/06/2020

This week we will be looking at Shakespeare and Much Ado About Nothing. As I will be teaching in school during our usual lesson time, I'm going to set an assignment i nTeams with 
a video lesson attached - so I'm afraid we won't have our usual chat time but there will be a video lesson as usual albeit a recording!

We will be looking at a number of poems: Read them, try to understand what they are about, and choose which you want to present at the Daisy Hardy Poetry Competition on 29 
June. Our online tutorial will be on Tuesday, 10am, please hand in your work by Wednesday, 6pm. 

Weekly Skills check. We will see more of your presentations on Number Systems and this weeks task will be based on angles in polygons.


